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Abstract
We describe an algorithm to solve the problem of Boolean CNF-Satisfiability when the input formula
is chosen randomly.
We build upon the algorithms of Scho¨ning 1999 and Dantsin et al. in 2002. The Scho¨ning algorithm
works by trying many possible random assignments, and for each one searching systematically in the
neighborhood of that assignment for a satisfying solution. Previous algorithms for this problem run in
time O(2n(1−Ω(1)/k)).
Our improvement is simple: we count how many clauses are satisfied by each randomly sampled as-
signment, and only search in the neighborhoods of assignments with abnormally many satisfied clauses.
We show that assignments like these are significantly more likely to be near a satisfying assignment.
This improvement saves a factor of 2nΩ(lg
2 k)/k, resulting in an overall runtime of O(2n(1−Ω(lg2 k)/k)) for
random k-SAT.
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1 INTRODUCTION 1
1 Introduction
The Boolean Satisfiability problem, known as SAT for short, is one of the best-known and most well-studied
problems in computer science (e.g. [PPSZ05, Aar17, GPFW96, Ach09, DGH+02]). In its general form, it
describes the following problem: given an input formula φ composed of conjunctions, disjunctions, and
negations of a list of Boolean-valued variables (x1, x2, . . . , xn), determine whether or not there exists an
assignment of variables to Boolean values such that φ evaluates to TRUE. SAT was the first problem shown
to be NP-complete [Coo71, Lev73].
Every Boolean formula φ can be written in conjunctive normal form, meaning that it is written as the
logical conjunction of a series of disjunctive clauses. Each disjunctive clause takes as its value the logical
disjunction of a series of literals, which takes on either the same value of one of the variables xi or the
negation of that value.
If we constrain the input formula φ to contain only disjunctive clauses that are of size k or smaller, then
that more constrained problem is known as k-Satisfiability, or k-SAT for short. When k > 2 it is known to be
NP-complete [Kar72]. As k grows, the best known runtime of the worst-case k-SAT problem, O(21−1/Θ(k)),
grows [IP01, PPSZ05].
It is well-known that in real-world Boolean Satisfiability problems, SAT solvers often vastly outperform
the best known theoretical runtimes [dMB08, SML96]. One possible explanation for this gap in performance
is that most input formulas are easily solved without much computation being necessary, but that there exists
a “hard core” of difficult-to-solve formulas that are responsible for the apparent difficulty of worst-case SAT.
Another possible explanation for this gap in performance is that, in practice, people usually care about
highly structured formulas that are much easier to solve than typical formulas—according to this explana-
tion, there would be an “easy core” of tractable formulas that are responsible for the apparent simplicity of
most practical SAT problems.
To try to distinguish between these two explanations, one can study random Satisfiability: Boolean Sat-
isfiability for which the input formula φ is chosen according to some known uniform probability distribution
DΦ, and where we expect to be able to return the correct answer (satisfiable or unsatisfiable) with probabil-
ity that is exponentially close to 1 in the size of the input. Random k-SAT is a very well studied problem
(e.g. [Ach09, DSS15, NLH+04, COKV07, CO10, MTF90, Vya18]).
Typically, attention is restricted to k-CNF formulas whose ratio of clauses to variables is at the threshold,
meaning that the number of clauses m is drawn from a Poisson distribution centered at dkn, where n is the
number of variables and dk is a function of k close to 2k ln(2)− 12(1+ ln(2)) [DSS15]. Such formulas
are conjectured to be the hardest instances for a given n [CM97, SML96]. It was shown by Ding, Sly, and
Sun [DSS15] that away from this threshold, formulas are either overwhelmingly satisfied or overwhelmingly
unsatisfied, making the problem less interesting. Notably, away from this threshold one can simply return
True or False based on the number of clauses and give the correct answer with high probability. We go into
much greater detail about DΦ and the threshold in Section 2.
Away from the threshold, polynomial-time algorithms for SAT have been found and analyzed, first by
Chao and Franco [MTF90], and later by Coja-Oghlan et al. [COKV07, CO10]. Additionally, a recent result
by Vyas [Vya18] re-analyzes the algorithm of Paturi et al. [PPZ99] in the case when the input is drawn from
a random distribution, and finds the algorithm to run faster on average in this case by a factor of 2nΩ(lgk)/k,
giving a running time of O(2n(1−Ω(lgk)/k)).
We build upon the work of Scho¨ning [Sch99] to solve random k-SAT in time O(2n(1−Ω(lg
2 k)/k)). This
represents an algorithmic improvement of 2nΩ(lg
2 k)/k over the runtime of the algorithm of Paturi et al. as
analyzed by Vyas in [Vya18].
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1.1 A New Algorithm
In this paper, we restrict our attention to the problem of random k-CNF Satisfiability in the limit of large
k, which approaches general Boolean CNF-Satisfiability. Our algorithm improves upon the previous best
known algorithm for solving random k-SAT in the limit of large k, assuming that the input formulas are
chosen according to a known uniform distribution.
Our algorithm improves the running time of k-CNF Satisfiability at the threshold by modifying the
algorithm of Scho¨ning to only explore in the neighborhood of those sampled assignments that pass an
additional test. By adding this test, we get a 2nΩ(lg
2 k)/k improvement in the runtime of the algorithm. The
test is simple: we count how many clauses are satisfied, and if that number is large, only then do we search
in the neighborhood of the assignment. In Appendix A.2, we provide additional motivation for why our
improved running time is remarkable.
Theorem 1.1 (Main Theorem Informal). Let φ be drawn uniformly at random from formulas at the threshold
(defined formally in Section 2). There exists an algorithm, α -SAMPLEANDTEST (described in Section 3),
such that:
• If φ is satisfiable, then with probability at least 1−3 ·2−n/(3ln(2)2k), α -SAMPLEANDTEST returns an
assignment~a that satisfies φ .
• If φ is not satisfiable, then α -SAMPLEANDTEST will return False with certainty.
• α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ ) will run in time O(2n(1−Ω(lg2 k)/k)).
A key technique in the proof of our result is connecting a different distribution over inputs (the planted
k-SAT distribution) to the uniformly random k-SAT distribution. Reductions between planted k-SAT and
random k-SAT have been shown in previous work as well [BSBG02, AC08, Vya18]. In the planted k-SAT
distribution, an assignment, ~a, is picked first. The formula φ is selected uniformly over k-SAT clauses
conditioned on ~a satisfying those clauses. As a result, the planted distribution has a bias towards picking
formulas that have many satisfying assignments, relative to the uniform distribution over all satisfiable
formulas. For this reason, the planted distribution tends to generate easier-to-solve formulas φ than the
uniform distribution [FPV14]. We also find that the planted distribution is more easily analyzed.
It would be possible, and simpler, to analyze our algorithm only in the planted distribution over formulas.
This would not, however, correspond to a complete analysis of the algorithm in the random case. In this
work, we begin by analyzing the performance of our algorithm when run on inputs drawn from the planted
distribution. However, in Lemma 5.7, we show that algorithms with a sufficiently low probability of failure
in the planted distribution over input formulas continue to have a low probability of failure in the uniform
distribution over input formulas. Similar reductions have been proven in previous work [BSBG02, AC08,
Vya18].
The bulk of the analysis of our algorithm presented in this paper will focus on four quantities. Informally:
1. The true positive rate pT P describes the fraction of all assignments that are both close to a satisfying
assignment in Hamming distance and satisfy a large number of clauses.
2. The false negative rate pFN describes the fraction of all assignments that are close to a satisfying
assignment in Hamming distance, but do not satisfy a large number of clauses.
3. The false positive rate pFP describes the fraction of all assignments that are not close to any satisfying
assignment in Hamming distance, but satisfy a large number of clauses.
4. The true negative rate pT N describes the fraction of all assignments that are neither close to any
assignment in Hamming distance, nor satisfy a large number of clauses.
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(a) The full histogram. (b) A magnification of the red region shown on the left.
Figure 1: A histogram of how many clauses are satisfied by every possible assignment. In this example, there
are n = 16 variables, m = 163 clauses, and k = 4 literals per clause. For the example, we take T = 155.5 to
be the clause-satisfaction threshold above which we explore further, and αn = 4 to be the small-Hamming-
distance threshold at which the exhaustive search algorithm finishes. (In actual runs of the algorithm, both
of these parameters are selected more conservatively; we chose these parameters for clarity.)
By showing that the true positive rate is large enough relative to the false positive rate, we show that
we do not too often perform a “useless search,” i.e. one that will not find a satisfying assignment. And by
showing that the true positive rate is large enough relative to the total number of possible assignments, we
show that we eventually do find a satisfying assignment without needing to take too many samples. See
Fig. 1 for an illustration of these concepts.
To show that our algorithm achieves the desired runtime, we must demonstrate two things. First, we must
show that false positives are sufficiently rare; in other words, conditioned on an assignment passing our test,
it is sufficiently likely to be a small-Hamming-distance assignment. We prove this in Section 4. Second, we
must show that true positives are sufficiently common; in other words, conditioned on an assignment being
close in Hamming distance to a satisfying assignment, it is sufficiently likely to pass our test. We prove this
in Section 5.
We also note that our algorithm can potentially be used as the seed for a worst-case algorithm. Infor-
mally, the correctness of the analysis in this paper depends only on the false positive and false negative rates
being sufficiently low. As long as the inputs are guaranteed to come from a family of formulas for which
this is the case, our algorithm will work even in the worst case. Or, to put it another way, to build a working
worst-case algorithm using our algorithm as a template, one may now restrict one’s attention to solving
input formulas for which assignments in the neighborhood of the solution do not have an abnormally-high
number of satisfied clauses; our algorithm can solve the others.
1.2 Previous work
Satisfiability and k-SAT have been thoroughly studied. We will cover some of the previous work in the area,
focusing on the Random k-SAT problem.
Structural Results About Random k-SAT To make the study of the Satisfiability of random formulas
interesting, it is important to choose the probability distribution over formulas Dφ judiciously. In particular,
Dφ must contain formulas where the ratio of Boolean variables to disjunctive clauses is such that the resulting
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formulas are neither overwhelmingly satisfiable, nor overwhelmingly unsatisfiable. Let n be the number of
variables, and m be the number of clauses. If nm, then nearly all formulas chosen uniformly from Dφ will
be satisfiable; if m n, then nearly all formulas will be unsatisfiable. In order for the problem of correctly
identifying formulas as satisfiable or unsatisfiable to be nontrivial, we must choose m and n to be at the right
ratio. Throughout this paper we will refer to the ratio of m to n as the density of a formula.
In work by Ding, Sly and Sun [DSS15], it was shown that a sharp threshold exists between formulas
which are satisfied with high probability and those that are unsatisfied with high probability. More precisely,
they describe what happens when the number of clauses m is drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean
dkn. When the number of clauses drawn is below (dk−ε)n, only an exponentially small fraction of formulas
will be unsatisfiable; when the number of clauses drawn is greater than (dk+ε)n, only an exponentially small
fraction of formulas will be satisfiable. This holds true for any ε > 0 constant in n.
Previous Average-Case k-SAT Algorithms Feldman et al. studied planted random k-SAT and found that
given m =Ω(n lgn) clauses, the planted solution can be determined using statistical queries [FPV14]. Feld-
man et al. also conjecture that planted k-SAT is easier than random k-SAT more generally. Previous work
has shown a connection between algorithms that work in the planted distribution and algorithms that work
in the random distribution [AC08, BSBG02, Vya18]. An algorithm was found by Valiant which runs in time
O(2n(1−Ω(log(k))/k)) at the threshold [Val], improving upon PPSZ [PPSZ05]. Additionally, Vyas [Vya18]
obtained the same runtime by re-analyzing the algorithm of Paturi et al. [PPZ99] in the random case.
Worst-Case k-SAT Algorithms The previously best-known worst-case k-SAT algorithms for large k are
due to Paturi et al. who get a running time of O(2n(1−Ω(1)/k)) [PPSZ05]. Previous work by Scho¨ning gave
an algorithm to solve k-SAT in the worst case with an expected running time of O(2n(1−Ω(1)/k)) (but with a
worse constant in the Ω(1)) [Sch99]. Our algorithm is a modification of Scho¨ning’s. Their algorithm runs
by choosing an assignment at random, and searching in the immediate neighborhood of that assignment by
repeatedly choosing an unsatisfied clause and flipping a variable in that clause to satisfy it. They perform the
search near the randomly chosen assignment via an exhaustive search. Their algorithm is an improvement
over a naive brute-force algorithm because of the savings that result from only considering variable-flips
that could possibly cause the formula to become satisfied (rather than also exploring variable-flips that can’t
possibly be helpful).
2 Preliminaries
In this section we will give the definition of random k-CNF Satisfiability (random k-CNF SAT) at the thresh-
old. We additionally present definitions of several important distributions and functions that are used later
in the paper.
Notation for This Paper We use x∼D to indicate that x is a random value drawn from the distribution D.
We use f (x) = O∗ (g(x)) to denote that there exists some constant c such that f (x) = O(g(x)xc). So, to
say it another way, f (x) grows at most as quickly as g(x), ignoring polynomial and constant factors.
We often use “small-Hamming-distance assignment” to mean an assignment that is a small Hamming
distance from a satisfying assignment.
Definitions for This Paper
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Definition Let Dreplace(n,k) be the uniform distribution over clauses on k variables where those k variables
are chosen with replacement (e.g. (x¯∨ x∨ y) would be a valid clause). Under this definition, there are nk2k
possible clauses.
Definition The density of a formula φ with m clauses and n variables is m/n.
We will now define the satisfiability threshold. Informally, this is a density of clauses such that formulas
drawn from below this threshold are with high probability (whp) satisfied, and those formulas drawn from
above the threshold are whp unsatisfied.
Definition The satisfiability threshold, dk, is a ratio of clauses to variables such that for all ε > 0:
• If m is drawn from Pois[(dk− ε)n], the Poisson distribution with mean (dk− ε)n, and φ is formed by
picking m clauses independently at random from Dreplace(n,k), then φ is whp satisfied.
• If m is drawn from Pois[(dk + ε)n], the Poisson distribution with mean (dk + ε)n, and φ is formed by
picking m clauses independently at random from Dreplace(n,k), then φ is whp unsatisfied.
Definition Let dk be the density of clauses such that SAT is at its threshold.
Note that it is not immediate that a satisfiability threshold exists for any given k. However, Jian Ding,
Allan Sly, and Nike Sun showed that this threshold exists for sufficiently large k [DSS15]. It has been proven
that
2k ln(2)− 1
2
(1+ ln(2))− εk ≤ dk ≤ 2k ln(2)− 12(1+ ln(2))+ εk,
where εk is a term that tends to 0 as k grows [KKKS98, COP16]. It follows that there exists a large enough
k such that 2k ln(2)−1≤ dk. Also, there exists a large enough k such that 2k ln(2)≥ dk.
This density determines the distribution over the number of clauses put in the formula. Specifically, m
is drawn from Pois[dkn]. However, we can say that with high probability the number of clauses is nearly dkn
(see Lem. 2.1).
For many proofs it is convenient to assume k is large (e.g. when k is large, 2k > 10k not just asymp-
totically but also numerically). We will now define k?. It will be a value such that k = k? is large enough
that both dk is known to be close to 2k ln(2)− 12(1+ ln(2)) and large enough for our proofs that depend on
k being large.
Definition Let εk = |dk−2k ln(2)+ 12(1+ ln(2))|.
Definition Let kε be the minimum value such that for all k ≥ kε we have that εk < 1+ln(2)2 .
Definition Let k? = max(60,kε).
Our choice of 60 in the above is somewhat arbitrary. When k ≥ 60 the proofs in section 6 are simpler,
so we analyze our core algorithm in that regime.
Lemma 2.1. If εk <
1+ln(2)
2 then Pr[m > (dk +1)n]+Pr[m < (dk−1)n]≤ 2 ·2−n/(3ln(2)2
k).
Proof. We apply the multiplicative form of the Chernoff bound. We have that (dk +1)n/(dkn) = 1+1/dk.
We also have that (dk +1)n/(dkn) = 1−1/dk. This gives us
Pr[m > (dk +1)n]+Pr[m < (dk−1)n]≤ 2−(dk)−2dkn/3+2−(dk)−2dkn/2.
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Which means
Pr[m > (dk +1)n]+Pr[m < (dk−1)n]≤ 2−n/(3dk)+2−n/(2dk).
Pr[m > (dk +1)n]+Pr[m < (dk−1)n]≤ 2 ·2−n/(3(ln(2)2k−
1
2 (1+ln(2))).
Pr[m > (dk +1)n]+Pr[m < (dk−1)n]≤ 2 ·2−n/(3ln(2)2k).
It follows that if our algorithm works efficiently for all values of m ∈ [(dk−1)n,(dk+1)n], then it works
with high probability at the threshold.
Below are some definitions used in later sections.
Definition Let DΦ(n,k) be the distribution over formulas φ where all clauses are chosen independently
from Dreplace and the number of clauses is chosen from a Poisson distribution with mean dkn.
Definition Let DR(m,n,k) be the distribution over formulas φ where all m clauses are chosen independently
from Dreplace.
Definition Let DS(m,n,k) be the uniform distribution over satisfied formulas φ where all m clauses are
chosen from Dreplace.
Definition Let Dpc(n,k,~a) (which we refer to as “the planted-clause distribution”) be the uniform distribu-
tion over the (2k−1)nk clauses c which are satisfied by~a.
Definition Let Dpa(m,n,k,~a) (which we refer to as “the planted distribution”) be the distribution over for-
mulas φ where every clause is picked IID from Dpc(n,k,~a). Note that this is equivalent to the uniform
distribution over formulas φ which are satisfied by~a and where all m clauses are in the support of Dreplace.
Definition Let U~a(n) be the uniform distribution over assignments of length n, {0,1}n.
Definition Let NUMCLAUSESSAT(φ ,~v) be the number of clauses in φ satisfied by the assignment~v.
Definition Let NUMCLAUSESUNSAT(φ ,~v) be the number of clauses in φ left unsatisfied by the assign-
ment~v.
3 Algorithm
We will describe our algorithm for random k-SAT in this section.
Informally, our algorithm works as follows. Given an input formula, we will sample many randomly-
chosen assignments. On those that have a high number of satisfied clauses, we will run the deterministic
algorithm for finding a satisfying assignment given an assignment that is within a Hamming distance of at
most αn of that satisfying assignment (i.e. a small-Hamming-distance assignment).
Unsurprisingly, in the average case, small-Hamming-distance assignments satisfy more clauses than
random assignments1. In fact, for many choices of criterion there will be a discrepancy between the values
achieved by small-Hamming-distance assignments and random assignments. Lemma 5.1, which character-
izes this discrepancy, is general enough to be applied immediately to analyzing algorithms that make use of
any clause-specific criterion.
We note the following from previous work:
1Consider changing one variable’s assignment at random; in this case, almost all clauses will remain satisfied. This phenomenon
persists even when we flip several variables at once.
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Lemma 3.1 (Small Hamming Distance Search [DGH+02]). There is a deterministic algorithm SAT-FROM-
α -SMALL-HD(φ ,~v) which given
• a k-CNF formula φ on m clauses and n variables, and
• an assignment~v which has Hamming distance αn from a true satisfying assignment~a∗,
will return a satisfying assignment within Hamming distance αn of~v if one exists in kαn time.
This algorithm simply takes the assignment ~a and branches on the first unsatisfied clause, trying all
possible variable flips. For each assignment resulting from these possible variable flips, the algorithm repeats
the process in what is now the first unsatisfied clause, until it either finds a satisfying assignment or has
searched αn flips from the original assignment. This will deterministically yield a satisfying assignment,
should one exist, within a Hamming distance of αn of the original assignment.
So, if we find a small-Hamming-distance assignment and run SAT-FROM-α -SMALL-HD(φ ,~a) on this
assignment, we are guaranteed to find the satisfying assignment. Therefore, we could randomly sample
points until we expect to find an assignment at Hamming distance αn from the satisfying assignment (call
this an α-small-Hamming-distance assignment). This is indeed what Scho¨ning’s algorithm does for α =
Θ(1/k) [Sch99].
A general class of improvements to this algorithm work by running SAT-FROM-α -SMALL-HD(φ ,~a)
on only a cleverly-chosen subset of these sampled assignments. In our case, we choose this set to be
assignments that satisfy an unusually large number of clauses, but in principle one could use any membership
criterion for this set.
Let M be the runtime of the membership test for the set of assignments, and let pT P, pFP, pFN , and
pT N represent the fraction of assignments that are true positives, false positives, false negatives, and true
negatives respectively. Here, just as in Section 1.1, we use “positive” or “negative” to mean an assignment
that passes or doesn’t pass the test for membership, respectively. The truth or falsehood of that positive
or negative represents whether or not that assignment actually has a satisfying assignment within small
Hamming distance.
We will have to draw samples until we would have found a satisfying assignment with high probability
were one to exist. Next, we will have to run SAT-FROM-α -SMALL-HD(φ ,~a) at least once to find the
satisfying assignment itself. Finally, we will have to run it once more for every false positive we find.
Hence, the the generalized running time of this class of algorithms is
O∗
(
M
pT P
+ kαn+
(
pFP
pT P
)
kαn
)
. (1)
This general formula is a powerful tool for analyzing the runtimes of algorithms from this class. For
example, if we apply it to analyzing the algorithm of [DGH+02], i.e. the special case where the test we
use always returns a positive, we see that the third term in Equation (1) dominates, and that pFP ≈ 1 and
pT P≈ (
n
αn)
2n , giving an overall expected runtime of O
∗(2n(1−Θ(
1
k )))when we choose α =Θ( 1k+1). In Appendix
A.3 we discuss a different deterministic search algorithm with a slightly improved runtime (yielding no
relevant improvement on the runtime of the overall algorithm for our analysis).
Our algorithm presents improvements for large k, but for small k we will simply use the previous algo-
rithm of Dantsin et al [DGH+02].
Lemma 3.2 (Algorithm for Small k [DGH+02]). For k≤ k? there exists a deterministic algorithm, DANTSINLS,
that solves k-SAT in the worst case in time 2n(1−γ) for some constant γ > 0 [DGH+02].
We will now give pseudocode for the α -SAMPLEANDTEST algorithm in Algorithm 1. Let NUM-
CLAUSESSAT(φ ,~a) return the number of clauses in φ satisfied by the assignment ~a. In Appendix A.1, we
describe a different set of concepts with which the algorithm can be understood.
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Algorithm 1 α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ )
α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ ):
1 if k < k? then
2 return DANTSINLS(φ )
end
3 Initialize S to the empty set.
. For k ≥ k? we run our variant of local search:
4 for i ∈ [0,n2 ·2n/( nαn)] do
5 Sample an assignment~a uniformly at random from {0,1}n.
. Only keep assignments which satisfy abnormally many clauses.
6 if NUMCLAUSESSAT(φ ,~a) ≥ (1− 1−(1−α)2k2k−1 )m then
7 Add~a to S.
8 if |S|> 4n32n/(( nαn)kαn)+1 then
9 return False
end
10 Run SAT-FROM-α -SMALL-HD(φ ,~a).
11 If an assignment was found, return it.
end
end
12 return False
Note that our algorithm as stated is non-constructive due to our use of the constant k?. Other than this
constant, our algorithm is explicit. While k? is known to be constant [COP16], its exact value is currently
unknown. We note in Section 8 that finding the value of k? is an open problem which, if solved, would make
our algorithm constructive.
3.1 Correctness and Running Time
We will include the theorem statement of correctness and running time here. Its proof depends on bounds
on the false positive rate and the true positive rate, which we prove in later sections. In particular, we show
in Section 4 that conditioned on an assignment passing the test, it is sufficiently likely to be an α-small-
Hamming-distance assignment. We additionally show in Section 5 that conditioned on an assignment being
an α-small-Hamming-distance assignment, it is sufficiently likely to pass the test.
Note that much of our probability of returning the wrong value comes from our bounds on the probability
that we are drawing a formula with length m< (dk−1)n. If we knew m to be fixed and greater than (dk−1)n,
we would have a lower error probability.
We will show that α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ ) has one-sided error and returns the correct answer with high
probability. Note that it returns the correct answer with high probability even conditioned on the input being
unsatisfied or satisfied. We use Theorem 4.6 to bound the false positive rate and use Lemma 5.13 to bound
the true positive rate, which gives us the desired result.
In the theorem that follows, we choose α such that αn is an integer. Specifically, we choose:
α =
b lg(k)16k nc
n
.
Note that when we choose α to take on this value, it will always lie in the range lg(k)20k ≤ α ≤ lg(k)16k for
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large n.
Theorem 3.3. Assume φ is drawn from DΦ(n,k). Let α = bn lg(k)/(16k)cn .
Conditioned on there being at least one satisfying assignment to φ , α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ ) will return
some satisfying assignment with probability at least 1−3 ·2−n/(3ln(2)2k).
Conditioned on there being no satisfying assignment to φ , α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ ) will return False
with probability 1.
α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ ) will run in time
O
(
2n(1−Ω(lg
2(k)/k)
)
.
Proof. Proof given in Section 7.
4 Bounding the False Positive Rate
To show that our algorithm runs efficiently, we must show that we do not too often find assignments that have
an abnormally large number of satisfied clauses but are not close to a satisfying assignment in Hamming
Distance, leading to wasted effort. To do this, we simply argue that few enough assignments pass our test
that this is not an issue. This bounds the sum pFP + pT P as defined in Sections 1 and 3, which of course is
itself an upper bound on pFP.
Lemma 4.1. Let ε > 0 and 0 < α < 1 be constants such that 2k(1−α)2k > 1+εε , and let T˜ = 1−(1−α)
2k
2k−1 m.
Given a φ drawn from DR(m,n,k), then with probability
≥ 1− exp
(
− 1
4(1+ ε)2 ·2k (1−α)
4km
)
2n
we have that the number of assignments~v such that
NUMCLAUSESUNSAT(φ ,~v)≤ T˜
is less than exp
(
− 14(1+ε)2·2k (1−α)4km
)
2n.
Proof. Given a uniformly random assignment ~u, a φ chosen from DR(m,n,k) will have m clauses, each of
which will be chosen uniformly at random from the (2n)k possible clauses. Each literal of each clause will be
unsatisfied with independent probability 12 ; thus each of the m clauses will be unsatisfied with independent
probability 12k . Thus, the value of NUMCLAUSESUNSAT(φ ,~u) will be drawn from a binomial distribution
with probability p = 12k and number of samples m. We want to bound from above the probability of a draw
with abnormally few unsatisfied clauses,
ppromising = Prφ∼DR(m,n,k),~u∼U~a(n)[NUMCLAUSESUNSAT(φ ,~u)≤ T˜ ].
The mean µ of this binomial distribution is given by µ = m2k . We can apply known bounds on the
probability of extremal draws from binomial distributions. Note that T˜ = µ(1−δ ), where:
δ =
2k(1−α)2k−1
2k−1 .
Using the multiplicative Chernoff bound, we have that
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ppromising ≤ e
−δ2µ
2 .
which implies
ppromising ≤ e−m
(1−α)4k
2(1+ε)2 ·2k
for constant ε > 0.
The statement just proved is related to, but not precisely the same as, the lemma’s statement. The
former counts extremal pairs of formulas and assignments, whereas the latter counts formulas with an
extremal number of extremal assignments. In what follows, we use the statement above to prove the lemma’s
statement.
Let (q1,q2) be a tuple with the following property: q2 is the probability that there exist at least q12n
assignments ~w such that NUMCLAUSESUNSAT(φ ′,~w)< T˜ , when φ ′ ∼DR(m,n,k). Then, by the definition
of ppromising, we know that ppromising≥ q1q2. If we let q1 = q2 =√ppromising, then we have that the probability
that there exists at least 2n√ppromising assignments ~w such that NUMCLAUSESUNSAT(φ ′,~w)< T˜ is at most√ppromising.
Thus the fraction of formulas with at least
exp
(
− 1
4(1+ ε)2 ·2k (1−α)
4km
)
2n
assignments above the threshold is
≤ exp
(
− 1
4(1+ ε)2 ·2k (1−α)
4km
)
for constant ε > 0.
Corollary 4.2. Let k ≥ k?.
Let ε > 0 and 0 < α < 1 be constants such that 2k(1− α)2k > 1+εε . Let m = (ln(2)2k − γ)n and γ ∈
[0, ln(2)2k/4].
Given a φ drawn from DR(m,n,k), then with probability greater than
1− exp
(
− ln(2)
8(1+ ε)2
(1−α)4kn
)
we have that the number of assignments ~v such that NUMCLAUSESSAT(φ ,~v) ≥
(
1− 1−(1−α)2k2k−1
)
m is less
than
exp
(
− ln(2)
8(1+ ε)2
(1−α)4kn
)
2n.
Proof. Plug in the bounding values of m to Lemma 4.1.
The condition of NUMCLAUSESSAT(φ ,~v)≥ (1− (1−(1−α)2k2k−1 )m is equivalent to NUMCLAUSESUNSAT(φ ,~v)≤
T˜ from Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.3. Let k ≥ k?.
Let ε > 0 and 0 < α < 1 be constants such that 2k(1−α)2k > 1+εε .
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Let m = (ln(2)2k− γ)n and γ ∈ [0, ln(2)2k/4].
Let
ppos = exp
(
− ln(2)
8(1+ ε)2
(1−α)4kn
)
.
Let cs = n22n/
( n
αn
)
, the total number of samples we take in α -SAMPLEANDTEST.
Let µpos = cs ppos.
Run algorithm α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ ) on a randomly selected φ drawn from DR(m,n,k). Then, with
probability at least
1− exp
(
− ln(2)
8(1+ ε)2
(1−α)4kn
)
− e−nµpos/3,
we have that the size of S, as defined in Algorithm 1, is less than ≤ 2nµpos.
Proof. Let the threshold be T = (1− 1−(1−α)2k2k−1 )m. By Corollary 4.2, we have that with probability at least
1− exp
(
− ln(2)8(1+ε)2 (1−α)4kn
)
, the total number of assignments ~v such that NUMCLAUSESSAT(φ ,~v) ≥ T
is at most exp
(
− ln(2)8(1+ε)2 (1−α)4kn
)
·2n.
We now want to bound the probability that too many of the sampled assignments are above the threshold.
We know that a random assignment has probability at most ppos of being above the threshold. And we
will draw cs assignments.
Therefore, the mean of the number of drawn assignments above the threshold is µ ≤ µpos.
Now we can apply the multiplicative Chernoff bound (note that (2nµpos−µ)/µ ≥ 1):
Pr[|S|> 2nµpos]≤ e−(2x−µ)µ/(3µ) = e−(2nµpos−µ)/3 ≤ e−nµpos/3.
Lemma 4.4. Let k ≥ k?.
Let α = c lg(k)/k for some constant c < 1/8.
Let ε > 0 be a constant such that 2k(1−α)2k > 1+εε .
Let m = (ln(2)2k− γ)n and γ ∈ [0, ln(2)2k/4].
Run algorithm α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ , n, m) on a randomly selected φ drawn from DR(m,n,k). Then,
with probability at least
1−2 ·2−n/(8(1+ε)2k8c),
we have that the size of S is less than or equal to 4n32n/
(( n
αn
)
kαn
)
.
Proof. Plug in α = c lg(k)/k into Lemma 4.3.
Note that x > 2n/2 and
exp
(
− ln(2)
8(1+ ε)2
(1−α)4kn
)
≤ exp
(
− ln(2)
8(1+ ε)2
(1/4)8αkn
)
(2)
≤ 2ˆ
(
− 1
8(1+ ε)2
n/k8c
)
(3)
(4)
so the probability that the event happens is at least 1−2 ·2−n/((8(1+ε)2k8c).
The size of the set is at most 2n/(
( n
αn
)
) ·2ˆ
(
− 18(1+ε)2 n/k8c
)
.
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If c < 1/8 and constant, then for large enough k,
kαn = 2n lg(k)
2/(ck) ≤ 2ˆ
(
1
8(1+ ε)2
n/k8c
)
.
So the size of S is less than or equal to 4n32n/
(( n
αn
)
kαn
)
.
Corollary 4.5. Let m = (ln(2)2k− c)n.
The probability that φ drawn from DR(m,n,k) has at least one satisfying assignment is at least
1
n
2−n/e
k/e2
e−3cn/2
k
.
Proof. Proof given in Section 6.
Theorem 4.6 bounds the probability that our algorithm stops prematurely and returns False on satisfiable
assignments, thereby giving the wrong answer (see line 8 of Algorithm 1). It considers only values of m
within a range that DΦ(n,k) yields with high probability. Within that range of m, we can combine our total
bound over the number of formulas with an abnormally large number of false positive assignments (as given
by Lemma 4.4) with our bound on the total number of satisfiable formulas, which we call pSAT (n,k) (as
given by Corollary 4.5).
Theorem 4.6. Let α = b
lg(k)
16k nc
n , and let the formula φ ∼DΦ(n,k) be the input to the problem. When running
α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ) on k-RANDOMSAT instances at the threshold, conditioned on the formula being
satisfiable, the probability that S > 4n32n/
(( n
αn
)
kαn
)
is at most 2 ·2−n/(3ln(2)2k).
Proof. Let ε > 0 be a constant such that 2k(1−α)2k > 1+εε . If k > k? and α ≥ (1/20) lg(k)/k, then any
ε > 10−4 works.
Using Lemma 4.4 when setting c = 1/16, we get that the size of the set S is at most 4n32n/(
( n
αn
)
kαn)
with probability at least 1−2 ·2−n/(32
√
k) if m in is in the range (dk−1)n≤ m≤ (dk +1)m.
We can use Corollary 4.5 to bound the probability that S> 4n32n/
(( n
αn
)
kαn
)
conditioned on the formula
drawn from DΦ(n,k) being satisfiable. Let pSAT (n,k) be the probability a formula drawn from DΦ(n,k) is
satisfiable conditioned on m being in the range (dk − 1)n ≤ m ≤ (dk + 1)m. Then, the probability that
|S|> 4n32n/(( nαn)kαn) is at most 2 ·2−n/(32√k)/pSAT (n,k), conditioned on the formula being satisfiable and
m being in the range (dk−1)n≤ m≤ (dk +1)m.
We can use Corollary 4.5 to bound pSAT (n,k) ≥ 1n 2−n/e
k/e2
e−9n/2k . So 1/pSAT (n,k) ≤ n2n/ek/e
2
e9n/2
k
.
Thus, the probability that |S| > 4n32n/(( nαn)kαn) is at most 2 · 2−n/(32√k) · n2n/ek/e2 e9n/2k , if m in is in the
range (dk−1)n≤ m≤ (dk +1)m. Note that 2 ·2−n/(32
√
k) ·n2n/ek/e2 · e9n/2k ≤ 2 ·2−n/(64
√
k).
Furthermore, m is in the appropriate range with probability at least 1−2−n/(3ln(2)2k), by Lemma 2.1.
Thus, the probability that S > 4n32n/
(( n
αn
)
kαn
)
is at most 2 · 2−n/(3ln(2)2k) conditioned on the formula
being satisfiable.
5 Bounding the True Positive Rate
To demonstrate the correctness of our algorithm, we must show that if the input formula φ is satisfiable we
will find some satisfying assignment with high probability. For this we must argue that a substantial fraction
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of randomly chosen assignments with low Hamming distance to a satisfying assignment will satisfy a large
number of clauses.
First, we will define a bad formula as a formula with too few true positives, i.e. when too few of the
small-Hamming-distance assignments satisfy a large number of clauses. We will then bound how often a
formula in the planted distribution, Dpa, is bad2. We will show that if an event (such as a formula being bad)
happens with low enough probability in Dpa, then it necessarily also has low probability in the real distri-
bution, DR. Finally we will combine these results to get the desired result that α -SAMPLEANDTEST runs
correctly with high probability.
Throughout this section, “small Hamming distance” refers to a Hamming distance less than or equal to
αn. For our algorithm to run as efficiently as possible, α should be chosen to be Θ
(
lg(k)
k
)
. Throughout this
section, we will use T to refer to the threshold of our algorithm: the number of satisfied clauses above which
we consider it worthwhile to run a local search for a satisfying assignment. We further explore assignments
that satisfy at least T clauses. Our algorithm uses the following threshold: T =
(
1− 1−(1−α)2k2k−1
)
m.
The end goal of this section is to prove that conditioned upon a formula being satisfiable, one of its sat-
isfying assignments has an (αn)-Hamming ball with at least
( n
αn
)1
2 assignments that are above the threshold
(and so are true positives). The α -SAMPLEANDTEST algorithm will sample roughly n2 assignments in the
(αn)-Hamming ball of that satisfying assignment. Thus, with high probability, one such small-Hamming-
distance assignment will be randomly sampled by our algorithm. Therefore, we find a satisfying assignment,
if one exists, with high probability.
Bounding a Bad Event in the Planted Distribution We will first define Sbad , which will contain all
formulas for which the fraction of false negatives is too high. Sbad will be a superset of all formulas that have
too few false positives. Sbad contains some formulas on which our algorithm will run correctly; however,
we can use it to get an upper bound on how often our algorithm will fail, because all formulas on which our
algorithm won’t succeed on with high probability lie in Sbad .
Definition Let H(~a,α,n) be the set of all assignments in {0,1}n with Hamming distance at most αn from
~a.
Definition Let H=(~a,α,n) be the set of all assignments in {0,1}n with Hamming distance exactly αn from
~a.
Definition Let Sbad(m,n,k,α,T ) be the set of all formulas φ for which:
• φ has at least one satisfying assignment
• Every assignment ~a which satisfies φ has the following property: fewer than 1/2 of the assignments
~h ∈ H=(~a,α,n) satisfy at least m−T of the clauses of φ .
• Have m clauses of k literals each, and at most n variables total.
In other words, Sbad is the set of satisfiable formulas where most of the small-Hamming-distance assign-
ments don’t satisfy a large number of clauses. Formulas in this set pose a problem for our algorithm, because
we can’t reliably identify assignments that are a small Hamming distance from their satisfying assignment.
In this section, we’ll show that this set of formulas makes up an exponentially small fraction of the formulas
in Uφ .
2We will achieve an upper bound on how often a formula is bad by bounding how often a formula has no single satisfying
assignment which has the desired number of true positives in its Hamming ball of radius αn. This bound is, of course, not tight.
However, this does give an upper bound on how often a formula can have too few false positives.
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In the lemma below, we express an expectation over small-Hamming-distance assignments in terms of
an expectation over random assignments and an expectation over assignments that are a small Hamming
distance from a falsifying assignment—an assignment that makes every literal in a given clause false. This
is helpful because while the former quantity is what we care about, the latter two qualities are more easily
analyzed.
Lemma 5.1. Let ~a ∈ {0,1}n be an assignment of length n. Let c be a clause of size k. Let rc(~a) be the
number of literals in c satisfied by some assignment~a.
LetH be the uniform distribution over assignments in H=(~a,α,n).
Let { f ′(·) : [0,k]→R} be any function taking as input the number of literals satisfied in c and returning
a real number. Let f (c,~a) = f ′(rc(~a)).
Dpc(n,k,~a) is the uniform distribution over clauses that are satisfied by~a.
D f c(n,k,~a) is the uniform distribution over clauses that are not satisfied by~a.
Dreplace(k) is the uniform distribution over all clauses.
Then, we have:
Ec∼Dpc(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h))] =
2k
2k−1Ec∼Dreplace(n,k),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h)]− 1
2k−1Ec∼D f c(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h)]. (5)
Proof. Let S(·) be the support of the distribution (·). Note that S(Dpc(n,k,~a))∩S(D f c(n,k,~a)) = /0. Further
note that S(Dreplace(n,k)) = S(Dpc(n,k,~a))∪S(D f c(n,k,~a)). So, these distributions are non-overlapping and
all uniform. Moreover, |S(Dpc(n,k,~a))|= 2k−12k |S(Dreplace(n,k))|, and |S(D f c(n,k,~a))|= 12k−1 |S(Dreplace(n,k))|.
As a result we can say the following:
Ec∼Dreplace(n,k),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h)] =
2k−1
2k
Ec∼Dpc(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h))]+
1
2k
Ec∼D f c(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h)] (6)
2k−1
2k
Ec∼Dpc(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h))] = Ec∼Dreplace(n,k),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h)]− 1
2k
Ec∼D f c(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h)] (7)
Ec∼Dpc(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h))] =
2k
2k−1
(
Ec∼Dreplace(n,k),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h)]− 1
2k
Ec∼D f c(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h)]
)
(8)
Ec∼Dpc(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h))] =
2k
2k−1Ec∼Dreplace(n,k),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h)]− 1
2k−1Ec∼D f c(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h)]
(9)
Corollary 5.2. Given c∼Dpc(n,k,~a) and~h∼H , then~h leaves c unsatisfied with probability
(
1− (1−α)k
)
/
(
2k−1).
Proof. We will use Lemma 5.1 and the function f ′(x) =
{
0 if x > 0
1 if x = 0
. In other words, the function is 1
when the clause is unsatisfied and 0 when it is satisfied.
For this case, Ec∼Dreplace(n,k)[ f (c,λ (~a))] =
1
2k because given any assignment and a random clause, the
probability the assignment falsifies the clause is 12k .
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Note that in the above, the k literals are indeed independently falsified with probability 12 . This is because
the clause c is chosen such that each literal in the clause is picked independently and uniformly at random
from the 2n possible literals (by the definition of Dreplace).
Additionally Ec∼D f c(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h)] = (1−α)k, because if all literals start out false, then the clause
is only remains falsified if none of the variables in the clause are chosen from the set of αn variables that
have their values flipped.
Once again, the k literals are independently falsified, this time with probability 1−α . This is because
the clause c is chosen such that each literal in the clause is picked independently and uniformly at random
from the n possible literals that are falsified by~a.
Using Lemma 5.1 we have that
Ec∼Dpc(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h))] =
2k
2k−1Ec∼Dreplace(n,k)[ f (c,λ (~a))]−
1
2k−1Ec∼D f c(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h)] (10)
Ec∼Dpc(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h))] =
2k
2k−1
1
2k
− 1
2k−1(1−α)
k (11)
Ec∼Dpc(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h))] =
1
2k−1 −
1
2k−1(1−α)
k (12)
Ec∼Dpc(n,k,~a),~h∼H [ f (c,
~h))] =
1− (1−α)k
2k−1 . (13)
Thus, the probability that clause chosen at random from Dpc(n,k,~a) is unsatisfied by~h∼H is 1−(1−α)
k
2k−1 .
Lemma 5.3. Let m = (ln(2)2k− x)n where x < ln(2)2k/2.
Let α < 1/2 and k > 2.
Choose an assignment, ~a, at random from U~a and fix it. Now pick a vector ~h uniformly at random
from among H(~a,α,n). Finally pick a formula, φ , uniformly at random from the planted distribution,
Dpa(m,n,k,a).
Let NUMCLAUSESUNSAT(φ ,~h) be the number of unsatisfied clauses when the variables in the formula
φ are set according to the assignment~h.
Let pbad be Pr[NUMCLAUSESUNSATφ ,~h > m
(
1− (1−α)2k)/(2k−1)].
Then
pbad < e−(1−α)
2k ln(2)n/(16)
Proof. Let p f be the probability that a given clause is falsified by~h.
Let pHD(d) be the probability a given clause is falsified by a uniformly random assignment with Ham-
ming distance exactly d from~a.
If HammingDistance(~h,~a) = αn, then by Corollary 5.2 we have that pHD(αn) = (1− (1−α)k)/(2k−
1). If instead HammingDistance(~h,~a) = α ′n, then by Corollary 5.2 we have that pHD(α ′n) = (1− (1−
α ′)k)/(2k−1). If α ′ ≤ α then pHD(α ′n)≤ pHD(αn). Thus, p f ≤ (1− (1−α)k)/(2k−1).
So the mean number of clauses falsified is µ = p f m.
Let pnew = (1− (1−α)2k)/(2k−1). Note that pnew > p f . In our algorithm, we chose the threshold to
be T = pnewm. So
T/µ = pnew/p f =
1− (1−α)2k
1− (1−α)k = 1+(1−α)
k.
Now let δµ = (1−α)k < 1. Using the multiplicative Chernoff bound:
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Pr[NUMCLAUSESUNSAT(φ ,~h)]> T = (1+δµ)µ]< e−δ
2
µµ/3 (14)
< e−(1−α)
2k p f m/3 (15)
< e−(1−α)
2k ln(2)n/(12) (16)
Lemma 5.4. Let m = (ln(2)2k− x)n where x < ln(2)2k/2. Let α < 1/2 and k > 2.
Choose an assignment, ~a, uniformly at random and fix it. Now pick a formula, φ , uniformly at random
from the planted distribution about~a, Dpa(m,n,k,~a). Let T˜ be
m
1− (1−α)2k
2k−1 .
Let Sαn(φ) be the set of all assignments in H(~a,α,n) that leave more than T˜ clauses in φ unsatisfied.
Then,
Prφ [|Sαn(φ)|> 12 |H(~a,α,n)|]≤ 2e
−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(16)
Proof. Let pFalseNeg be the probability that a random small-Hamming-distance assignment in H(~a,α,n) has
more than T˜ unsatisfied clauses. By Lemma 5.3, pt ≤ e−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(16).
Let Sbad be the set of formulas for which
|Sαn(φ)|> 12 |H(~a,α,n)|.
Put another way, let Sbad be the set of formulas with at least half of their small-Hamming-distance assign-
ments leaving more than T˜ clauses unsatisfied. Then, let pbad be the fraction of formulas in Sbad.
Then,
pFalseNeg =
1
|Dpa(m,n,k,~a)|∑φ
|Sαn(φ)|
|H(~a,α,n)| ≥
1
2
pbad.
In the above, we use |Dpa(m,n,k,~a)| to mean the size of the support of Dpa. For a visual representation
of the relationship between pFalseNeg, Sbad, and pbad, see Figure 2.
Then pFalseNeg ≥ pbad/2, so pbad ≤ 2pFalseNeg ≤ 2e−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(16).
Bounds in the Planted Distribution Imply Bounds in Uniform Distribution We will now show that
algorithms that work with high enough probability in the planted distribution Dpa(m,n,k) work with high
probability given random formulas drawn from DR(m,n,k). Similar reductions have been shown in previous
work [AC08, BSBG02, Vya18].
Definition Let the distribution Dpa(m,n,k), the planted distribution, be the distribution formed by uniformly
selecting from all pairs (φ ,~a), where~a is a satisfying assignment to φ and φ has m clauses.
Corollary 5.5. Samples from the distribution Dpa(m,n,k) can be generated by first uniformly picking an
assignment ~a ∈ {0,1}n, and then picking m clauses uniformly from the set of all k-length clauses that ~a
satisfies.
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~a
φ
Pairs of (~a, φ) where ~a ∈ Sαn(φ)
φ
1/2
|Sαn(φ)|
φ
1/2
|Sαn(φ)|
Sbad
Sbad
Figure 2: Three representations of (φ ,α) pairs, where pairs such that~a∈ Sαn(φ) are dark red and other pairs
are white. Across the three representations, the total dark red area is meant to be fixed.
In the first representation we mark in red every pair (φ ,α) where ~a ∈ Sαn(φ). The vertical axis represents
different formulas, while the horizontal axis represents different assignments.
In the second representation we instead mark the size of |Sαn(φ)| for every φ , starting from the left. The
orange bar highlights φ ∈ Sbad, i.e. those φ for which |Sαn(φ)|> 12 |H(~a,α,n)|.
Finally, we show a visualization of the worst-case distribution of |Sαn(φ)|, given a fixed dark red area. The
orange bar highlights which φ would be in Sbad in this case. While the length of the orange bar in the middle
figure represents the true value of pbad, the length of the orange bar in the rightmost figure represents our
upper bound on pbad as proved in Lemma 5.4.
Proof. This will uniformly generate all pairs of~a and φ where~a satisfies φ .
Lemma 5.6. The number of formulas of length m (or, equivalently, the size of the support of DR(m,n,k)) is
cr(m) = (nk ·2k)m.
The number of pairs (φ ,~a) where φ is a formula of length m and ~a is a satisfying assignment (or,
equivalently, the size of the support of the planted distribution) is cp(m) = 2n(nk · (2k−1))m.
The ratio cp(m)/cr(m)≤ 2n · e−m/2k .
Proof. The number of formulas of length m is cr(m) = ((2n)k)m because for each of the m clauses, there are
k choices to be made from 2n possible literals.
The support of the planted distribution has size 2n(nk · (2k−1))m because there are 2n possible choices
of assignment, and for each of those, there are (nk · (2k−1))m possible choices of formula that are satisfied
by that assignment.
We can demonstrate the lemma’s final statement as follows:
cp(m)/cr(m) = 2n(nk · (2k−1))m/(nk ·2k)m (17)
cp(m)/cr(m) = 2n((2k−1)/2k)m (18)
cp(m)/cr(m) = 2n · (1−1/2k)m (19)
cp(m)/cr(m)≤ 2n · e−m/2k (20)
The following lemmas allow us to lower-bound the probability of a formula being bad when drawn from
DR, given a bound on the probability of a formula being bad when drawn from DP.
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φ ∈ DR(m,n, k)(φ,~a) ∈ Dpa(m,n, k)
φ1(φ1,~a1)
(φ1,~a2) φ2
(φ2,~a3)
Worst case
1-to-1 mapping
cp cr
cppγ |Sm,n,kγ |
Figure 3: The left side of this diagram represents all pairs of (φ ,~a) in the support of Dpa(m,n,k). The right
side of this diagram represents all φ in the support of DR(m,n,k). The orange in the diagram represents
pairs (φ ,~a) where φ ∈ Sm,n,kγ (on the left) and formulas φ in the set Sm,n,kγ (on the right). The diagram shows
an example of a possible mapping. The dotted line shows the worst-case 1-to-1 mapping that we assume to
get our upper bound on |Sm,n,kγ |.
Lemma 5.7. Let Sm,n,kγ be an arbitrary subset of satisfiable formulas with exactly m clauses, at most n
variables, and k literals per clause.
Let psat be the probability that a φ drawn from DR(m,n,k) is satisfiable.
If the probability that φ is in Sm,n,kγ is less than or equal to pγ when (φ ,~a) is drawn from Dpa(m,n,k),
then the probability that φ is in Sm,n,kγ is at most pγ · (2n · e−m/2k) when φ is drawn from DR(m,n,k).
Proof. By Lemma 5.6 we have that the support of Dpa(m,n,k) has size cp = 2n(nk(2k−1))m. Furthermore,
Dpa(m,n,k) draws uniformly over this support.
By Lemma 5.6 we have that the support of DR(m,n,k) has size cr = (nk2k)m. Furthermore, DR(m,n,k)
draws uniformly over this support.
Because DR(m,n,k) draws uniformly over formulas φ in its support, the probability that a φ drawn from
DR(m,n,k) is in S
m,n,k
γ is equal to |Sm,n,kγ |/cr.
Draw a tuple (φ ,~a) from Dpa(m,n,k). Given our condition on pγ in the lemma, the total number of
tuples (φ ,~a) in the support of Dpa(m,n,k) where φ ∈ Sm,n,kγ is less than or equal to cp pγ .
|Sm,n,kγ | ≤ cp pγ , because every φ ∈ Sm,n,kγ appears in at least one tuple in Dpa(m,n,k) (and possibly in
several). We know this because |Sm,n,kγ | can contain only satisfied formulas, and every satisfied formula
must appear at least once in a tuple in Dpa(m,n,k). For a visual representation of the connection between
Dpa(m,n,k) and DR(m,n,k), see Figure 3.
Therefore, the probability that φ drawn from DR(m,n,k) are in Sm,n,kγ is |Sm,n,kγ |/cr ≤ pγ · cp/cr. From
Lemma 5.6, we have that |Sm,n,kγ | ≤ pγ · (2n · e−m/2k).
Corollary 5.8. Let psat be the probability that a φ drawn from DR(m,n,k) is satisfiable.
Let Sm,n,kγ be a set of formulas which only contains formulas with at least one satisfying assignment.
If the probability that φ is in Sm,n,kγ is at most pγ when (φ ,~a) is drawn from Dpa(m,n,k), then the
probability that φ is in Sm,n,kγ is at most pγ · (2n · e−m/2k) · 1psat when φ is drawn from the satisfied formulas of
DS(m,n,k).
Proof. Using Lemma 5.7, we have that the probability of φ ∈ Sm,n,kγ over DR(m,n,k) is ≤ pγ · (2n · e−m/2k).
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The support of DR(m,n,k) is 1/psat times larger than the support of DS(m,n,k), and both are uniform
over their support. Furthermore, the support of DS(m,n,k) is a subset of the support of DR(m,n,k). The
prevalence of φ ∈ Sm,n,kγ can therefore only increase by a factor of 1/psat .
Corollary 5.9. If m≥ (2k ln(2)− c)n for some constant c, then the following holds:
Let psat be the probability that a φ drawn from DR(m,n,k) is satisfiable. Let Sm,n,kγ be a set of formulas
which only contains formulas with at least one satisfying assignment.
If the probability that φ is in Sm,n,kγ is at most pγ when (φ ,~a) is drawn from Dpa(m,n,k), then the
probability that φ is in Sm,n,kγ is at most pγ · (ecn/2k) · 1psat when φ is drawn from DS(m,n,k).
Proof. From Corollary 5.8, we have that the probability q that φ is in Sm,n,kγ when φ is drawn from DS(m,n,k)
is at most pγ · (2n · e−m/2k) · 1psat .
q≤ pγ · (2n · e−m/2k) · 1psat (21)
≤ pγ · (2n · e−((2k ln(2)−c)n)/2k) · 1psat (22)
≤ pγ · (2n ·2−n · ecn/2k) · 1psat (23)
≤ pγ · ecn/2k · 1psat (24)
Putting Everything Together to get Algorithm Correctness
Corollary 5.10. Let k ≥ k?.
Let psat be the probability that a φ drawn from DR(m,n,k) is satisfiable.
Let m = (ln(2)2k− c)n. Let T = (1− 1−(1−α)2k2k−1 )m).
If the probability that φ is in Sbad(m,n,k,α,T ) is at most pbad when (φ ,~a) is drawn from Dpa(m,n,k),
then the probability that φ is in Sbad(m,n,k,α,T ) is at most (pbad · ecn/2k · 1psat ) when φ is drawn from the
satisfied formulas of DS(m,n,k).
Proof. This comes from applying Corollary 5.9. Every φ that in Sbad in the planted distribution can map to
at most one formula in Sbad in the real distribution.
Lemma 5.11. Let k ≥ k?. Let m = (ln(2)2k− c)n.
Let psat be the probability that a formula drawn from DR(m,n,k) is satisfiable.
Let φ be a formula drawn from DS(m,n,k). Let S be a sequence of 2n22n/
( n
αn
)
assignments, each drawn
independently and uniformly at random from U~a(n).
Then, with probability at least 1−ecn/2k 2e−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(16) 1psat −e−n
2
, there is an assignment~h ∈ S that
simultaneously
(a) has Hamming distance at most αn from a satisfying assignment to φ and
(b) satisfies at least (1− 1−(1−α)2k2k−1 )m clauses in φ .
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Proof. First we apply both Corollary 5.4 and Corollary 5.10 to show that with probability at least 1−
ecn/2
k
2e−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(16) 1psat , the set X of assignments
~h that satisfy both (a) and (b) is of size |X | ≥
1
2 |H(~a,α,n)|.
Now, when we are sampling uniformly at random from this set, the probability that we draw no elements
from X is at most:(
1− 1
2
|H(~a,α,n)| · 1
2n
)2n22n/( nαn)
≤
(
1− 1
2
(
n
αn
)
· 1
2n
)2n22n/( nαn)
≤ e−n2 .
So the probability that a vector~h that satisfies both (a) and (b) is drawn is at least 1−ecn/2k 2e−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(16) 1psat −
e−n2 by the union bound.
Now, for any given fixed choice of m we have the desired result, which is that the false negative rate is
very low. However, recall that by the definition of the threshold used by Ding, Sly and Sun [DSS15], the
value of m is chosen randomly from a Poisson distribution. We will now show that with high probability, m
takes a value such that our algorithms still has a low false negative rate.
Lemma 5.12. Let k ≥ k?.
Let φ be a formula drawn uniformly at random from DΦ(n,k). Let S be a sequence of 2n22n/
( n
αn
)
assign-
ments drawn independently and uniformly at random from U~a(n).
Let 1/p?sat = maxm
(
1
psat,m
)
be the maximum value of 1/psat,m for m ∈ [(δ (k)−1)n,(δ (k)+1)n], where
psat,m is the probability a formula is satisfiable when the formula is drawn from DR(n,m,k).
Then with probability at least
1− e−n/(3ln(2)2k)− e
3n/2k 2e−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(16)
p?sat
− e−n2 ,
there is an assignment~h ∈ S that simultaneously
(a) has Hamming distance at most αn from a satisfying assignment to φ and
(b) satisfies at least (1− 1−(1−α)2k2k−1 )m clauses in φ .
Proof. When φ is drawn from DΦ(n,k), then by Lemma 2.1, with probability at least 1− 2 · 2−n/(3ln(2)2k),
the number of clauses chosen is m ∈ [(δ (k)−1)n,(δ (k)+1)n].
Given that φ has m ∈ [(δ (k)−1)n,(δ (k)+1)n] clauses, then by Lemma 5.11, the probability that S has
a~h ∈ S that satisfies both (a) and (b) is at least 1− e3n/2k 2e−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(16) 1psat,m − e−n
2
, because c≤ 3.
So the probability that a φ drawn from DΦ(n,k) has a ~h ∈ S that satisfies both (a) and (b) is at least
1− e−n/(3ln(2)2k)− e3n/2k 2e−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(16) 1psat,m − e−n
2
.
Next, we want to bound the value of p?sat .
We will use Corollary 4.5 from Section 6 to lower bound the number of satisfying assignments.
Reminder of Corollary 4.5 Let m = (ln(2)2k− c)n.
The probability that φ drawn from DR(m,n,k) has at least one satisfying assignment is at least
1
n
2−n/e
k/e2
e−3cn/2
k
.
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Proof. Proof given in Section 6.
Lemma 5.13. Let k > k?.
Let α ≤ 1√
k
.
Let φ be a formula drawn uniformly at random from DΦ(n,k). Let S be a sequence of 2n22n/
( n
αn
)
assignments drawn independently and uniformly at random from U~a(n).
Then with probability
≥ 1− e−n/(3ln(2)2k)−3e−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(32)
there is an assignment~h ∈ S that simultaneously
(a) has Hamming distance at most αn from a satisfying assignment to φ and
(b) satisfies at least (1− 1−(1−α)2k2k−1 )m clauses in φ .
Proof. Let 1/p?sat = maxm
(
1
psat,m
)
be the maximum value of 1/psat,m for m ∈ [(δ (k)− 1)n,(δ (k)+ 1)n],
where psat,m is the probability a formula is satisfiable when the formula is drawn from DR(n,m,k). Consider
m = (ln(2)2k− c)n.
From Corollary 4.5 we have that
1/psat,m ≤ n2ne−k/e
2
e3cn/2
k
.
Thus,
1/p?sat ≤ n2ne
−k/e2
e9n/2
k
,
since c < 3.
This yields a probability
≥ 1− e−n/(3ln(2)2k)−nen/2k 2e−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(16)2ne−k/e
2
e9n/2
k − e−n2
that there exists an~h ∈ S satisfying this lemma’s conditions.
Because of the bounds on α and k in the lemma’s statement, the probability bound above can be simpli-
fied to
1− e−n/(3ln(2)2k)−3e−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(32).
6 Lower Bounding the Number of Satisfied Formulas
We will now show that φ drawn from DR(m,n,k) (the uniform distribution over formulas of length m) has a
probability of being satisfiable of at least n2−ne−k/e
2
e−9n/2k , assuming m ∈ [(dk−1)n,(dk +1)n].
Lemma 6.1. Let m = (ln(2)2k− c)n. Let fcount(φ) be the number of satisfying assignments of φ .
Let
y = E[ fcount(φ)]φ∼Dpa(m,n,k).
Then, the probability that φ drawn from DR(m,n,k) has at least one satisfying assignment is at least
e−cn/2
k
/y.
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Proof. Recall that both DR(m,n,k) and Dpa(m,n,k) are uniform over their supports.
Let cp = 2n(nk(2k−1))m be the size of the support of Dpa(m,n,k).
Let cr = 2n(nk2k)m be the size of the support of DR(m,n,k).
Let cs be the size of the support of DS(m,n,k), or equivalently the number of satisfiable formulas in the
support of DR(m,n,k).
Every φ in the support of DR(m,n,k) appears in fcount(φ) tuples in the support of Dpa(m,n,k).
Thus, if we took the weighted sum of each tuple (~a,φ) in Dpa(m,n,k), giving each tuple containing a
formula φ a weight of 1/ fcount(φ), this sum would equal cs. In other words,
∑
(φ ,~a)∼Dpa
1
fcount(φ)
= cs.
Now we want to know what the probability is that φ drawn from DR(m,n,k) has at least one satisfying
assignment. Call this probability psat = cs/cr.
By definition,
y = E[ fcount(φ)]φ∼Dpa(m,n,k) = ∑
(~a,φ)∈Dpa(m,n,k)
fcount(φ)/cp.
Therefore, ∑(~a,φ)∈Dpa(m,n,k) fcount(φ) = y · cp.
We want to minimize ∑cpi=0 1/x
i when ∑cpi=0 x
i ≤ y · cp. These xi are implicitly representing values of
fcount(φ). The sum is minimized when, for all i, we have xi = y. This gives us ∑
cp
i=0 1/x
i ≥ cp/y. So the
minimum number of φ with a satisfying assignment is cs ≥ cp/y.
Note that psat = cscr ≥ cp/y ·1/cr.
Therefore, by Lemma 5.9, psat ≥ e−cn/2k/y.
Lemma 6.2. Let fcount(φ) be the number of satisfying assignments of φ .
Then,
E[ fcount(φ)]φ∼Dpa(m,n,k) =
n
∑
i=0
(
n
i
)(
1− 1− (1− (i/n))
k
2k−1
)m
.
Proof. For a given~a ∈Un~a consider a random choice of vector~v ∈Un~a that has Hamming distance i from~a.
The probability that a random clause from φ is falsified by~v is 1−(1−(i/n))
k
2k−1 by Corollary 5.2. This implies
that the probability that none of the m randomly selected clauses are falsified is
(
1− 1−(1−(i/n))k2k−1
)m
.
There are
(n
i
)
vectors with Hamming distance i.
This gives
(n
i
)
(1− 1−(1−(i/n))k2k−1 )m satisfied assignments in expectation at Hamming distance i.
So the expected number of satisfying assignments is
E[ fcount(φ)]φ∼Dpa(m,n,k) =
n
∑
i=0
(
n
i
)(
1− 1− (1− (i/n))
k
2k−1
)m
.
Lemma 6.3. Let m = (ln(2)2k− c)n for some constant c.
Let k ≥ k?.
Let fcount(φ) be the number of satisfying assignments of φ .
Then,
E[ fcount(φ)]φ∼Dpa(m,n,k) ≤ n2e
−k/e2 ne2cn/2
k
.
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Proof. Note that k ≥ k? ≥ 60.
By Lemma 6.2 we know that E[ fcount(φ)]φ∼Dpa(m,n,k) ≤ ∑ni=0
(n
i
)(
1− 1−(1−(i/n))k2k−1
)m
.
Therefore, we want to show that ∑ni=0
(n
i
)(
1− 1−(1−(i/n))k2k−1
)m
≤ n2e−k/e2 ne2cn/2k to prove the lemma’s
statement.
Let g(i,n) be defined as:
g(i,n) =
(
n
i
)(
1− 1− (1− (i/n))
k
2k−1
)m
.
We have that:
n
∑
i=0
g(i,n)≤ nmax
i
g(i,n).
In the case work that follows, we will show that:
max
i
g(i,n)≤ 2e−k/e
2
ne2cn/2
k
Let i = εn with ε ∈ [0,1], and let p f (i) = 1−(1−(i/n))
k
2k−1 .
We will now do some case work.
• For i ∈ [0, n
k2ek/e2
]
g(i,n)≤
(
n
i
)(
1− 1− (1− (i/n))
k
2k−1
)m
≤
(
n
i
)
≤
(ne
i
)i ≤ 2(lge+2lgk+ ke2 lge) nk2ek/e2 ≤ 2e−k/e2 n.
The last inequality follows from the fact that k ≥ 60.
• For i ∈ [ n
k2ek/e2
, n2k ] we will use three facts:
1.
(n
i
)≤ (nei )i
2. (1− p f (i))m ≤ e−p f (i)m
3. (1− (1− (i/n))k)≥ ik2n when i ∈ [ nk2ek/e2 ,
n
2k ]
This yields the following bound:
g(i,n)≤
(ne
i
)i
e−p f (i)m
By the third fact, we have the following bound on p f (i):
p f (i) =
1− (1− (i/n))k
2k−1 ≥
ik
2n(2k−1)
This yields a final bound of:
g(i,n)≤
(ne
i
)i
e−
ik
2n·2k m
Plugging in our value for m:
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g(i,n)≤
(ne
i
)i
e−
ik
2n·2k (2
k ln(2)−c)n
Which simplifies to:
g(i,n)≤
(ne
i
)i
e−ik ln(2)/2ecik/(2·2
k)
Using the fact that ik/2≤ n, we can rewrite this as:
g(i,n)≤ exp
((
ln
(n
i
)
+1
)
i− ik ln(2)
2
)
ecn/2
k
When i ∈ [ n
k2ek/e2
, n2k ] we have that (
ln
(n
i
)
+1
)
− k ln(2)
2
< 0
for k ≥ 60.
Thus, for i ∈ [ n
k2ek/e2
, n2k ]
g(i,n)≤ ecn/2k .
• For i ∈ [ n2k , nk ] we will use three facts:
1.
(n
i
)≤ (nei )i
2. (1− p f (i))m ≤ e−p f (i)m
3. (1− (i/n))k ≤ e−ik/n
We will use the same simplification based on the first two facts as above, but also using the new third
fact this time:
g(i,n)≤
(ne
i
)i
e−(1−e
−ik/n)n ln(2)ecn/2
k
.
Now note that over i ∈ [ n2k , nk ], (nei )i is monotonically increasing with i and e−(1−e
−ik/n)n ln(2) is mono-
tonically decreasing with i. Therefore, (nei )
i is maximized at i = n/k and e−
1−e−ik/n
2k is maximized at
i = n/(2k). We will bound the maximum of g(i,n) by simultaneously maximizing both functions.
Given that i ∈ [ n2k , nk ]
g(i,n)≤
(ne
i
)i
e−(1−e
−1/2)n ln(2)ecn/2
k
.
We can re-write this as:
g(i,n)≤ exp
(
(ln(n/i)+1) i− (1− e−1/2)n ln(2)
)
ecn/2
k
.
g(i,n)≤ exp
(
ln(k)+1
k
n− (1− e−1/2)n ln(2)
)
ecn/2
k
.
When k ≥ 60,
ln(k)+1
k
n− (1− e−1/2)n ln(2)< 0.
Thus,
g(i,n)≤ ecn/2k .
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• For i ∈ [nk ,n/e2] we will use three facts:
1.
(n
i
)≤ (nei )i
2. (1− p f (i))m ≤ e−p f (i)m
3. (1− (i/n))k ≤ e−ik/n
We will use the same simplification as above:
g(i,n)≤
(ne
i
)i
e−(1−e
−ik/n)n ln(2)ecn/2
k
Once again, note that over i∈ [nk ,n/e2], (nei )i is monotonically increasing with i and e−(1−e
−ik/n)n ln(2) is
monotonically decreasing with i. Therefore, (nei )
i is maximized at i= n/e2 and e−
1−e−ik/n
2k is maximized
at i = n/k. We will bound the maximum of g(i,n) by simultaneously maximizing both functions.
g(i,n)≤ (e3)n/e2e−(1−e−1)n ln(2)ecn/2k ≤ exp
((
3
e2
+(
1
e
−1) ln(2)
)
n
)
ecn/2
k
This simplifies to:
g(i,n)≤ exp((−0.03)n)ecn/2k ≤ 1
• For i ∈ [n/e2,n/2] we will use the fact that (ni)≤ 2n. It follows that:
g(i,n)≤ 2n2−(1−(1−i/n)k)ne2cn/2k ≤ 2(1−i/n)kne2cn/2k ≤ 2e−k/e
2
ne2cn/2
k
• For i≥ [n/2,n] we use the following two facts:
1.
(n
i
)≤ 2n
2. p f (i)≥ 1/2k
g(i,n)≤
(
n
i
)
(1− p f (i))m ≤ 2ne−m/2k ≤ e2cn/2k .
This covers all the cases and gives us the desired result.
Reminder of Corollary 4.5 Let m = (ln(2)2k− c)n.
The probability that φ drawn from DR(m,n,k) has at least one satisfying assignment is at least
1
n
2−n/e
k/e2
e−3cn/2
k
.
Proof. Use Lemma 6.1 and set y equal to the value in Lemma 6.3 to get this result.
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7 Putting it All Together
Recall that to prove our algorithm is correct and runs in O
(
2n(1−Ω(lg
2(k)/k)
)
time, we must bound the false
positive and true positive rates. Now that we have given an upper bound on the false positive rate with
Theorem 4.6 and given a lower bound on the true positive rate with Lemma 5.13, we can prove the main
theorem.
Reminder of Theorem 3.3 Assume φ is drawn from DΦ(n,k). Let α = bn lg(k)/(16k)cn .
Conditioned on there being at least one satisfying assignment to φ , α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ ) will return
some satisfying assignment with probability at least 1−3 ·2−n/(3ln(2)2k).
Conditioned on there being no satisfying assignment to φ , α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ ) will return False
with probability 1.
α -SAMPLEANDTEST(φ ) will run in time
O
(
2n(1−Ω(lg
2(k)/k)
)
.
Proof. For k < k?, DANTSINLS has a runtime of 2n(1−γ) for some constant γ > 0 [DGH+02]. A constant is
ω
(
lg(k)
k
)
, thus achieving our desired running time. DANTSINLS succeeds with probability 1 [DGH+02].
If there is a satisfying assignment and k ≥ k?, then by Lemma 5.13, there will be enough true positives
that we will find one with high probability, and by Theorem 4.6, there won’t be so many false positives that
we stop early and return False with high probability (as in lines 8-9 of Algorithm 1). Using the bounds from
Lema 5.13 and Theorem 4.6, we can see that the algorithm is correct with probability greater than
1− e−n/(3ln(2)2k)−3e−(1−α)2k ln(2)n/(32)−2 ·2−n/(3ln(2)2k),
which is greater than
1−3 ·2−n/(3ln(2)2k)
for large n and k ≥ k∗. If there is no satisfying assignment, then the algorithm will always be correct.
The algorithm only returns SAT if some assignment is found.
We now compute the running time. The running time of the algorithm is
O
(
n2 ·2n/
(
n
αn
)
+ |S|kαn
)
.
We have that |S| ≤ 4n32n/(( nαn)kαn)+1, so we can simplify this further:
O
(
2n/
(
n
αn
))
.
Finally, we can plug in α = (1/16) lg(k)/k. Note that:
2n/
(
n
αn
)
≤ 2n
(
1
α
)−αn
.
Thus we may conclude that our runtime is
O
(
2n(1−lg(1/α)α)
)
.
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Now see that
lg(1/α)α =
1
20
(lg(k)− lg(lg(k))+ lg(20)) lg(k)/k (25)
=Ω(lg2(k))/k (26)
(27)
for k > k?.
This gives us a final runtime of O
(
2n(1−Ω(lg
2(k)/k))
)
.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a novel method for solving Random SAT, yielding a runtime faster than that of the
previous best work [Vya18, PPSZ05] in the random case by a factor of 2nΩ(lg
2(k))/k. However, we conjecture
that substantial improvements to the runtime of random-case SAT are still possible. Bellow we list what we
feel are the most promising directions of future work.
To begin with, we do not expect that our algorithm is the fastest of its kind, up to constants in the
exponent (or, plausibly, asymptotic improvements in the exponent). We expect that simply by improving
the test used when deciding whether or not to perform an expensive local search in the neighborhood of a
randomly-sampled assignment, one can improve the performance of the algorithm. Additionally, on several
occasions we use bounds that are not the tightest possible for simplicity’s sake, and by tightening these
bounds one can improve the constants in the exponent of our running time, and thus the asymptotic runtime
of the algorithm for a large but fixed k.
When extending this work and analyzing other similar algorithms for solving SAT, we note that Lemma
5.1 is a useful and general analysis tool. In particular, other sample-and-search algorithms that use a different
test from ours may find it helpful to re-use the result of Lemma 5.1 for a different function f .
Our algorithm runs efficiently with high probability on any formula that has a sufficiently high value of
pT P and a sufficiently low value of pFP. We show that formulas drawn uniformly at random from those at
the threshold have a high value of pT P and a low value of pFP. As a result, given that pT P is large and pFP
is small, our algorithm will run efficiently. This opens the door to improvement in the worst case if faster
algorithms can be found for worst-case formulas where either pT P is too high or pFP is too low.
The algorithm α -SAMPLEANDTEST is non-constructive as currently written, because the value of the
constant k? is not currently known. Some constant k? exists, because εk tends to zero with increasing k—
indeed, εk = O˜(2−k/2), as shown by Coja-Oghlan and Panagiotou [COP16], so we conjecture that this k?
will not need to be enormous before the exponential decay in k causes εk to be exponentially small. This
algorithm could be made constructive if explicit bounds with known constants were formulated for εk, and
thus k?.
Another avenue for improvement is analyzing the α -SAMPLEANDTEST algorithm in the regime of
small k. Our proofs rely on k ≥ k? ≥ 60. However, we note that in our simulations, there was a notice-
able improvement in the observed speed of the algorithm of Dantsin et al. when we introduced our test
before searching in the neighborhood of an assignment. This improvement in speed was noticeable even
for small k. Indeed, by looking at Fig. 1, which was generated with real data for k = 4, it is immediately
apparent that there is a big difference between the distribution over how many clauses are satisfied by small-
Hamming-distance assignments as compared to random assignments. It seems plausible, even likely, that
α -SAMPLEANDTEST offers an improved running time even for small constant k (e.g. k = 3,4,5).
Finally, it is perhaps worth sparing a few words on the performance of our algorithm on real-world ex-
amples. In the previously mentioned simulations there is a noticeable difference between the distribution
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over how many clauses are satisfied by small-Hamming-distance assignments as compared to random as-
signments. When searching for satisfying assignments via any variant of local search, it stands to reason that
using a simple and cheap test before performing an expensive search in the neighborhood of a randomly-
sampled assignment would yield improvements in small, practical problem instances, not only impossibly
large ones. The reader who is interested in making the most practical version of our algorithm will likely
find it useful to consider tests beyond the simple one we used, which will very likely improve the algorithm’s
practical performance still further.
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A Discussion
Below we have three topics of discussion that did not fit in the main body of the paper. Subsection A.1 is a
discussion of different ways to view the algorithmic framework of test and search. Readers who dislike the
false positive and false negative framing may find this alternative analysis more appealing. Subsection A.2
further motivates our results. Subsection A.3 is primarily directed at readers who are interested in extending
this work.
A.1 Alternate View on the Algorithmic Framework
In our paper, we bound the false positive and true positive rates to show that our running time and correctness
conditions are met.
However, given our analysis and algorithm, one could take a different approach to proving the soundness
of our algorithm. Let T be the threshold we use in α -SAMPLEANDTEST for the number of clauses an
assignment must satisfy to justify a local search in its neighborhood. This alternate approach focuses on
individual satisfying assignments and their small-Hamming-distance neighborhoods.
Definition Call an assignment that satisfies a number of clauses above the threshold, T , promising.
Let the set of assignments within Hamming distance α of a given assignment~a be H(~a,α,n).
Call an assignment,~a, a standard satisfying assignment of a formula φ if both: (1)~a satisfies the formula
φ and (2) at least half of the assignments in H(~a,α,n) are promising.
Call a formula stuffed if the total number of promising assignments is more than 4n3 ·2n/(( nαn)kαn).
Call a formula hollow if the total number of promising assignments at most 4n3 ·2n/(( nαn)kαn).
We know that |H(~a,α,n)| ≥ ( nαn). So, for any given standard satisfying assignment of the formula φ ,
there are at least 12 ·
( n
αn
)
assignments that are both promising and close enough in Hamming distance that
when the local search is run,~a will be found.
It follows that for any given standard satisfying assignment, ~s, if we sample n2 · 2n/( nαn) assignments
and run local searches on assignments that are promising, we will find~s with high probability.
Additionally, if the formula is hollow, then α -SAMPLEANDTEST runs in O
(
2n(1−Ω(lg(k))/k)
)
time.
Now we give a proof sketch of our algorithm’s correctness in terms of the new framework. We want to
prove that formulas φ are hollow with high probability when drawn from DΦ(n,k). We additionally want to
prove that, conditioned on a formula being satisfiable, there exists a standard satisfying assignment of the
formula φ with high probability.
We will note that Lemma 4.4 does in fact prove that formulas drawn from DΦ(n,k) are with high proba-
bility hollow. Furthermore, Corollary 5.10 proves that satisfied formulas drawn from DΦ(n,k) have at least
one standard satisfying assignment with high probability.
We present a more general framework in the main body of our paper, but some readers may prefer the
framework presented here.
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A.2 Additional Motivation
We give some additional motivation for why our results are interesting, in particular our improved running
time of 2n(1−Ω(lg
2(k))/k). In ‘Tighter Hard Instances for PPSZ,’ a distribution of hard examples for the PPSZ
algorithm is produced [PST17]. On these instances PPSZ runs in time 2n(1−O(lg(k)/k)). Given that both
this lower bound on PPSZ and the algorithms of Vyas [Vya18] and Valiant [Val] all run in 2n(1−O(lg(k)/k))
time, one might believe that the best possible running time for random satisfiability is 2n(1−O(lg(k)/k)) time.
However, our algorithm, α -SAMPLEANDTEST, runs in time 2n(1−Ω(lg2(k))/k), which we consider remarkable.
Number of Satisfying Assignments at the Threshold One question a skeptical reader might ask is: “How
many satisfying assignments should I expect for satisfiable formulas at the threshold?” After all, if satis-
fiable formulas at the threshold have a very large number of satisfying assignments, then the problem of
random satisfiability is easily solved. However, it is easy to show that the fraction of satisfying assignments
at the threshold across all formulas is an exponentially small fraction of assignments. Specifically, the ex-
pected number of satisfying assignments in a randomly chosen formula, even conditioned on that formula
being satisfied, is O
(
22n/e
k/e2
)
. Note that ek/e
2
grows exponentially faster than k
lg2(k)
.
So, although there may be many satisfying assignments at the threshold in an absolute sense, there are
very few of them relative to the total number of assignments.
For notational convenience, let NUMSATSOLUTIONS(φ) return the number of satisfying assignments
of the formula φ .
Lemma A.1. Let m = dkn = (ln(2)2k− c)n.
Then,
Eφ∼Dφ (n,k)[NUMSATSOLUTIONS(φ)] = e
cn/2k
and
Eφ∼DS(dkn,n,k)[NUMSATSOLUTIONS(φ)] = O
(
22n/e
k/e2
)
.
Proof. First we will use Lemma 5.6.
The first notion of average number of satisfying assignments is the average over all formulas in Dφ (n,k):
Eφ∼Dφ (n,k)[NUMSATSOLUTIONS(φ)] = e
cn/2k .
However, we might be interested in the average number of satisfying assignments a formula has condi-
tioned on it having at least one satisfying assignment. Let pSAT (n,k) be the probability that a formula drawn
from Dφ (n,k) is satisfied. Recall also that DS(dkn,n,k) is the distribution of Dφ (n,k) conditioned on the
formula being satisfied. Therefore,
Eφ∼DS(dkn,n,k)[NUMSATSOLUTIONS(φ)] = e
cn/2k 1
pSAT (n,k)
.
Now we can use Lemma 6. We have that 1pSAT (n,k) ≤ n2n/e
k/e2
e3cn/2
k
. So,
Eφ∼DS(dkn,n,k)[NUMSATSOLUTIONS(φ)]≤ n2n/e
k/e2
e4cn/2
k
= O
(
22n/e
k/e2
)
.
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A.3 Exhaustive Search
In Section 3 we discuss the Small Hamming Distance Search Algorithm (SHDS) [DGH+02]. Given an
assignment at Hamming distance at most αn from a satisfying assignment, SHDS will return a satisfying
assignment in time kαn.
An alternative exhaustive search algorithm requires O∗(
( n
αn
)
) time to find a satisfying assignment given
an assignment that is at Hamming distance at most αn from a satisfying assignment. When α ≤ 1/3, trying
all assignments at distance at most αn takes time:
αn
∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
m = m · 1−α
1−2α
(
n
αn
)
= O∗
((
n
αn
))
.
Note that when α = ω (1/k),
kαn ≥
( e
α
)αn ≥ ( n
αn
)
.
This improvement doesn’t result in an improvement over the running time of 2n(1−Ω(lg
2(k))/k) presented in
this paper. However, as α gets smaller, the improvement becomes more important. Notably, if there were a
perfect test, one for which pFP = 0, then
( n
αn
)
significantly outperforms kαn. Specifically, if pFP = 0, then
the test and search framework produces an algorithm with running time 2n(1−1/O(lg(k))) when using the kαn
search, but an algorithm with running time O∗(2n/2) algorithm when using the
( n
αn
)
search.
